E2720  EASY WHEELS  (USA, 1989)

Credits:  director, David O’Malley ;  writers, David O’Malley, Celia Abrams, Ivan Raimi.

Cast:  Paul Le Mat, Eileen Davidson, Marjorie Bransfield, Jon Menick.

Summary:  Comedy film set in contemporary Iowa. Orphaned and raised by wolves, She-Wolf (Davidson) leads her female gang of ultra-Amazons across Iowa on a quest for girl babies which she intends to kidnap and turn over to wolves for feral upbringing. She-Wolf envisions a generation of totally fearless females tough enough to subdue the entire male population. Her trouble begins when she falls for Biker Bruce (Le Mat), a Vietnam vet with a steel plate in his head and the leader of a male motorcycle gang called the Bourne Losers who have traveled across the country righting wrongs as they search for a really good light beer. A send-up of motorcycle gang B-movies of the early 1970’s.
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